Topological Weyl semimetal (TWS) is a metal, where low energy excitations behave like Weyl fermions of high-energy physics. It was recently shown that due to the lower symmetry of condensed matter systems, they can realize two distinct types of Weyl fermions. The type-I Weyl fermion in a metal is formed by a linear crossing of two bands at a point in the crystalline momentum space -Brillouin zone (BZ). The second type TWSs host type-II Weyl points appearing at the touching points of electron and hole pockets, which is a result of tilted linear dispersion. The type-II TWS was predicted to exist in several compounds, including WTe 2 . Several ARPES studies of WTe 2 were reported so far, having contradictory conclusions on the topological nature of observed Fermi arcs. In this work, we report the results of spectroscopic imaging with a scanning tunneling microscope and first principle calculations, establishing clear quasiparticle interference features of the surface states of WTe 2 . Our work provides a strong evidence for surface state scattering.
Weyl fermion was first predicted in particle physics in the beginning of the quantum era [1] .
Although an example of a Weyl fermion is still unknown in particle physics, in condensed matter, it was theoretically proposed to emerge in topologically non-trivial crystals [2] [3] [4] [5] . The material hosting Weyl fermions is called topological Weyl semimetal (TWS). Weyl fermions in these materials always emerge in pairs of opposite chirality, being either a source or a sink of Berry curvature.
Consequently, they can only be annihilated in pairs, being otherwise stable to weak translationpreserving perturbations [6, 7] . The first type of Weyl fermion was predicted and observed in TaAs family of compounds [8] [9] [10] [11] in momentum), resulting in the unusual chiral anomaly [14] . Type-II TWS was predicted in several transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD): WTe 2 [13] , MoTe 2 [15, 16] and Mo x W 1−x Te 2 [17] .
TWSs present many interesting exotic properties, such as surface Fermi arcs [2, 18] and unconventional magneto-transport phenomena due to the chiral anomaly [12, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Among the interesting properties of TWSs, surface Fermi arc is a crucial property associated with the nontrivial topological nature of the bulk states. Therefore, visualizing such surface states, and proving their topological origin, is one of the major efforts in studies of TWS. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) studies on both type-I (TaAs family) [9] [10] [11] 25] and type-II TWS (transition metal dichalcogenides) [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] have provided evidence of surface states, but whether the appearance of these states is a result of type-II Weyl points in the bulk remained unanswered.
STM is a powerful technique to characterize the surface states of TWS via quasiparticle interference (QPI) from spectroscopy measurments [32, 33] . It can measure both the occupied and unoccupied states with excellent energy resolution, while APRES accesses only occupied states normally. This motivated scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) on WTe 2 to visualize the QPI due to surface states.
STS measurments have been performed on several TWS materials, such as TaAs [34] [35] [36] , On the theoretical side, we performed electronic structure calculations using DFT as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio simulation package (VASP) [40] with projector augmented wave basis sets [41] that included spin-orbit coupling. The PBE functional [42] was used in the exchange-correlation potential. A 16×10×4 Γ-centered k-point mesh was used for Brillouin zone sampling, and the energy cutoff was set to 450 eV. Then Wannier-based projected tight-binding models [43] [44] [45] [46] , which is based on the iterative Green's function mechanism [47] . The spin-dependent joint density of states (JDOS) were calculated as
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Correspondingly, the surface Te atoms distort and form chains along a axis, as shown by large scale topography in Fig 1(c) . In the zoom-in topographic image [the left inset of Fig. 1(c With the guidance of calculated spectral weight maps of surface states, we performed spectroscopic grid mapping on two distinct surfaces of WTe 2 to investigate energy-dependent QPI patterns, which are the result of electrons being elastically scattered by defects. We locate a region on surface-1 with sufficient defect density, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The fast scan axis is chosen to be parallel with the atomic chain (a axis). The major defects appear as surface suppression, indicating they may be subsurface vacancies or anti-sites. Clear spatial scattering around defects was observed in the dI/dV maps between −100 meV and +100 meV. Fig. 3 (b) displays a representative dI/dV map at +40 meV. Note that there are more scattering centers in the dI/dV map [ Fig. 3(b) ] than the surface defects observed in the topographic image of Fig. 3(a) . They are probably defects underneath the surface Te layer. Two different patterns are commonly observed in the dI/dV maps at various energies: one is the dI/dV modulations localized on top of the defect cites (white spots at the center of Fig. 3(e) ); the other is the much weaker but extended standing waves around defects. Fig. 3(f) displays the line profiles taken on the topographic images [ Fig. 3 
(c)(d)]
and the dI/dV map [ Fig. 3(e) ] across an isolated defect. The length scale of that localized dI/dV modulation is l ∼5 nm, the same as the defect size, indicating that it is a result of impurity potential or defect states. In contrast, the oscillating pattern spreads about 17 nm away from the defects with well defined spatial periodicity λ ∼1.1 nm along a direction, suggesting that it is the QPI pattern. Thus, based on the different length scales, the QPI pattern is unambiguously separated with the dI/dV modulations induced by the defect potential. The spectroscopic data of the other surface (not shown) present the same features.
Fourier transforms (FTs) of the dI/dV maps in Fig. 4(a) -(h) display the q (scattering wave vector) maps of QPI in the surface BZ in the energy range from 0 up to +60 meV. Several nontrivial features were observed: red and green arrows point to a sharp pattern evolving towards Γ point as the energies increases, and the purple arrows mark a non-dispersive pattern that fades out gradually and disappears when E > E F + 40 meV. The FT intensity around Γ point is very high, but no sharp features are observed there. The sharp pattern locates at q x ∼0.55Å −1 , equivalent to 2π λ , indicating its correspondence to the QPI shown in Fig. 3(f) . Its dispersive character is manifestly illustrated in Fig. 4(r) . As for the dI/dV modulation localized at defect centers, the corresponding q value is about 0.13Å −1 , which is much closer to the Γ point than the observed QPI. To understand the origins of these features in the q maps, the surface JDOS maps were calculated.
WTe 2 is a non-magnetic type-II TWS. The time reversal symmetry prevents scatterings between the states with opposite spins. This has been confirmed by STM studies of other nonmagnetic TWSs [27, 34, 37, 51] . Therefore, the spin-preserving JDOS calculations are necessary to compare to the FTs of the dI/dV maps. Fig. 4(i)-(p) show the images of spin-preserved JDOS of surface states at the same energies with Fig. 4(a)-(h) . The X-shaped feature at Γ point mainly 8
originates from the intra-arcs scattering of the Fermi arcs and the arc-like features on the left and right sides correspond to the inter-arc scattering. As the energy increases, the inter-arc scattering features marked by the blue and orange arrows gradually move towards Γ point. This trend is consistent with the evolving feature marked by red and green arrows in the FTs of the dI/dV maps in Fig. 4(a)-(h) , suggesting that the red-and green-arrow pattern originates from the surface state scattering.
To quantitatively compare the experimental QPI maps and calculated JDOS maps, the dispersions of the sharp pattern in Fig. 4(a) -(h) are extracted and plotted together with the scattering vector obtained from DFT calculations, as shown in Fig. 4(s) . Here q 1 and q 2 represent the scattering vectors connecting the heads and tails of the two Fermi arcs respectively, as illustrated by It is still under debate whether the observed surface states are topological or trivial [28] [29] [30] . On one hand, small changes of lattice structure may change the topological nature of the material [29] .
On the other hand, even in the topological phase, the trivial and topological surface states coexist and are in close proximity in k-space, so it is very difficult to distinguish them experimentally.
Furthermore, a recent work reported the Rashba spin splitting effect on WTe 2 surface [38] , suggesting that the trivial surface states may also be spin-polarized. This makes it more difficult to identify the topological surface states unambiguously.
In conclusion, we combined STM/STS measurements and first principle calculations to resolve the surface states on the (001) surface of WTe 2 . The QPI patterns indicate the scattering of dispersive surface states. The calculated spin-dependent JDOS maps further confirm the existence of surface states on WTe 2 . Our work provides evidence of the surface states on Type-II TWS WTe 2 and may inspire the subsequent research to figure out the topology of such surface states in
